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The need for assumptions

� Machine Learning studies how to “predict” or 
“generalize”

� This can work only if
� the future looks like the past (prediction)
� the unseen looks like the seen (generalization)

� Hence we need to assume some kind of 
common underlying phenomenon



The IID assumption

� Let us consider the supervised learning 
scenario

� A very general way of connecting future to past 
is the IID assumption

� Examples are pairs (Xi,Yi) drawn 
� independently 
� from an unknown 
� but fixed distribution P



Good and Bad news

� Good news: there exists universally consistent 
algorithms
� When the sample size goes to infinity, the error of the algorithm 

converges to the best possible error (under P).

� Bad news: this does not help (No Free Lunch)
� [Wolpert 96]: on average over all possible problems (P) the error of any

algorithm is ½
� [Devroye et al. 96]: for a fixed sample size, the error of the algorithm can 

be arbitrarily close to the worst possible error (for some P) 
� [Devroye et al. 96]: the rate of convergence of a universally consistent 

algorithm can be arbitrarily slow (for some P)



So what do we do?

� Given values of f: f(x1),�,f(xn)
� what could be the value at some x≠ x1,�,xn?

� If we allow all possible functions, it is clear that no generalization will be possible: all 
values are equally possible

� We need to make choices and express preferences or 
assumptions about the possible forms of functions we 
expect: we need to choose a prior

� Data only does not lead to generalization (if all 
possibilities look the same, nothing will be inferred).



Is there a better prior?

� If we have to choose a prior, is there a 
principled way to do so?
� Not really
� Only guidance: do not exclude any possibility (in order to be universally 

consistent for example)
� The best prior is the one suited to your problem

� Is there a universally better prior?
� Priors based on algorithmic complexity have optimality properties
� But these are asymptotic guarantees
� For finite sample sizes, there is no best choice

� So what?
� We can just make sure it is easy to express and manipulate the priors 

that suit common problems.



What is a prior?

� Generally speaking: an operational version of 
your knowledge and beliefs

� More precisely
� What you expect before seeing the data
� Assumptions about the functions that are likely to solve the problem
� Typical assumptions are about the smoothness of the functions
� At the end of the day: a way to choose between hypotheses that 

seem equally plausible, i.e. some sort of order over the functions

� To simplify matters: think about a map from functions to a totally ordered 
set (numbers)



Possible forms of priors

� Restriction / binary valued
� Set of functions ��
� 0 if you are in, 1 otherwise
� Problematic if the “true” function is not in

� Structure / integer valued
� Nested sets of functions �1��� �N �

� Each set is associated to a “complexity value” C(n)

� Functional / real-valued
� Real-valued functional, e.g. a norm �f�
� Defined on a large enough set of functions (typically a dense subset of C(�)).

� Probability distribution 
� Defined on a measurable set of functions: P(f)
� Requirement: P(�)=1.

� Note: some priors are not explicit (but the idea is the 
same)



How to use a prior?

� First choose a fit/loss/likelihood function
� This measures how far are the predictions f(X) to the measured values Y
� It is typically a sum over the training examples

� Then choose a way to trade-off between fit and 
complexity

� The goal is to choose among functions that fit 
well the data, the best one according to the 
prior



How to use a restriction prior?

� Empirical Risk Minimization (ERM) 

� Maximum Likelihood (ML)



How to use a structure prior?

� Structural Risk Minimization (SRM) 

� Maximum a posteriori (MAP) 

� Minimum Description Length (MDL)

� All equivalent to:



How to use a real-valued prior?

� Regularization

� Introduction of the regularization parameter λλλλ: 
allows to fine-tune the trade-off between fit and 
complexity



How to use a probability prior?

� Bayes rule: P(f|D) ���� P(D|f)P0(f).

� Not a single function but a “posterior”
distribution over functions

� Predictions are made by averaging under this 
distribution



Goal of Machine Learning

� Help convert your knowledge and beliefs into algorithms 
i.e. into usable priors

� Priors should be appropriate for “real-world” problems

� They should be easy to adapt to specific situations

� They should be easy to manipulate (i.e. algorithmically 
tractable)

� ML should provide with tools, principles and methods for 
designing appropriate priors.



� Parameter-based: 
� choose a function class with varying number of parameters (e.g. 

polynomials: degree)

� Description-based: 
� choose a language to describe functions and use the description length 

as a criterion (e.g. trees, number of levels and nodes)

� Smoothness-based: 
� norms of derivatives

� other measures of variation : Lipschitz constant, total variation…

Examples on functions



Distributions and codes

� Nice thing about distributions: 
� easy to manipulate and combine
� allows hierarchical design

� Example with polynomials:
� a Gaussian on each parameter
� a Poisson distribution over the degree

� If a distribution is not obvious, try a code
� Kraft’s inequality connects probability distributions and prefix codes: to every 

probability distribution (on a countable set) corresponds a prefix code (with length -
log2 p(x)), to every prefix code corresponds a probability distribution (with p(x)=2-p(x))

� In the non-parametric case, need an infinite dimensional 
distribution



Gaussian Processes 

� Gaussian process = infinite dimensional 
Gaussian

� Input space X, for each x the distribution is a 
Gaussian

� What determines the GP is
� The mean function µ(x)=E(f(x))
� The covariance function k(x,x’) = E(f(x)f(x’))

� Hence the prior is represented by the 
covariance function or kernel



Duality for kernels

� Equivalence between
� Kernels on � (positive definite functions)
� Gaussian processes on ��

� Effect on functions
� A similarity measure between points
� gives a notion of smoothness for functions
� defined as the norm in the RKHS (reproducing kernel Hilbert space)

� Example in one dimension
� Norm : L2 norm of f’
� Kernel : min(x,x’)



General duality

� This approach can be extended to more general 
similarities

� For example, in metric spaces, there is a duality 
between
� Distance function d(x,x’)
� Lipschitz norm on functions 

� This duality allows to do regularization with 
Lipschitz norm implicitly [Hein, B. 2004]



What have we gained?

� We have two possible approaches
� Express directly the smoothness of functions
� Express the similarity and obtain implicitely a smoothness criterion

� The best one depends on the domain
� For structured inputs, it might be easier to design distances

� Kernels or metrics?
� Kernels encode more assumptions (Euclidean-like similarity)

� Kernels of feature representations?
� Of course one can always build vectors and take Euclidean distance
� However sometimes it is more convenient to directly define kernels rather 

than first defining feature vectors



Distance from code-length

� A notion of similarity or distance between 
points leads to a smoothness or complexity 
functional

� One can also go the other way : Distance from 
coding length (e.g. Kolmogorov distance)



What about margins?

� Two interpretations
� Geometric margin (distance to separation)
� Numeric margin (predicted value as large as possible)
� They are connected in the case of linear functions and are related to norm of the 

weight vector

� Margin turns out to lead to norm in Hilbert spaces 
� Maximizing the margin corresponds to regularization by the norm

� This happens to be a good notion since it corresponds to 
smoothness maximization

� In addition, robustness provided by numeric margin 
(encoded in the loss function). Hinge loss is good for 
classification



One step further

� Typical assumption
� Two points that are close are likely to have the same label

� Cluster assumption
� Transitivity: “two points that are close to each other or to a third point

are likely to have the same label”
� Smoothness: “the function will not vary much in regions of high density”
� Separateness: “two points in the same cluster (connected region of 

high density) are likely to have the same label” OR “the decision 
boundary does not cross high density regions”

This assumption can be useful in general, but it is mainly used 
when unlabeled data are available. It yields an assumption on 
how unlabeled data bring information about the decision 
boundary.



Implementing the cluster assumption

� Transitivity
� K replaced by K2, or more generally 
� More generally: spectral tampering (make small eigenvalues smaller, and 

large eigenvalues larger)

� Smoothness
� Laplacian regularizer
� Connection with transitivity kernel

� Separateness
� Transductive SVM: implements the idea via a specific loss function (used 

only when unlabeled points are available)



Even further

� What about analogical similarity?
� Consider four points a,b,c,d
� “Their labels are related in the same way as they are related”
� Related means: “a is to b, what c is to d”
� For +1/-1 labels: y(a)=y(b)y(c)y(d)
� Analogical distance in vector space: |a-b-d+c|

� This gives a different type of smoothness
� What is the corresponding norm for functions?



What else?

� Other structures: more complex relationships 
between points

� Other domains: structured domains

� Other ways of encoding knowledge ?



Take-home messages

� Need a prior

� No best prior

� Goal: provide tools for easily designing an appropriate 
prior

� Examples of tools: kernels, spectral tampering, 
hierarchical priors,…

� Next: find new ways, new natural assumptions…



Learning

� In order to learn, you need a prior

� So, a lot of the work in ML is about priors



Settings

� Batch
� IID
� Transduction
� Feature sampling

� Online
� Active
� Reinforcement



Induction principles

� ERM
� SRM
� Regularization
� Bayes



Priors

� On functions
� Probability measures
� Structures
� Norms

� On points
� Distance
� Kernels (cpd distance)
� Transitive similarity (graphs – cluster kernels)
� Analogy
� TSVM : loss function

� Duality between points and functions
� distance / Lipschitz spaces
� Hilbert spaces
� difference operator / Laplacian



Models

� Batch
� IID
� Feature sampling

� Transduction
� Splits



Errors



Bounds



Problems

� Density estimation
� Regression
� Classification
� Support (1 class)
� Abstaining
� Transduction
� Ranking / bipartite ranking
� Action

� Error estimation
� Global
� Local



Future

� Inductive transfer

� Model selection

� Sensor networks

� Active learning


